The Mourning Emporium

Venice is in peril. Bajamonte Tiepolo is back, and his baddened magic has spread across the
globe, from the island of Hooroo in the South Pacific, all the way to London, where Queen
Victoria lies dying.Now two cities need saving by Teo, the Undrowned Child, and Renzo, the
Studious Son of a Venetian prophecy. Time is running out as they try to unravel the mysteries
threatening London and Venice. They meet mermaids and mourning children, giant squid, a
talking bulldog, and the delectable, deceptive Miss Uish. But who is a friend, and who an
enemy?
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After thwarting the supernaturally malevolent Bajamonte Tiepolo's plan for Venice's
annihilation in The Undrowned Child (), Teodora and. About The Mourning Emporium.
Venice is in peril. Bajamonte Tiepolo is back, and his baddened magic has spread across the
globe, from the. Summary: Rousing adventure set in s Venice and London and a worthy
follow up to its predecessor, The Undrowned Child. On the. Two summers ago, Venice was
dying and an year-old girl made her first (so she thought) visit to the city where she instantly
felt she belonged. Teodora. It is , and the evil traitor, Bajamonte Tiepolo, is back, his
baddened magic spreading across the globe. Now Teo and Renzo must save both Venice and.
The Mourning Emporium is the continuing story of Teodora Gasperin and Lorenzo Antonello.
It has been two years since they defeated an evil ghost named. The Mourning Emporium. 2
likes. Venice is in peril. Bajamonte Tiepolo is back, and his baddened magic has spread across
the globe, from the island of. Michelle Lovric, The Mourning Emporium. (This review
appeared in Historical Novels Review, February , p). In this standalone sequel to The. The
Mourning Emporium by Michelle Lovric - review. Valentine: 'On the whole it is well worth
reading and, mostly, exciting and compelling'. Having so enjoyed The Undrowned Child, the
VV was eager to read its sequel entitled The Mourning Emporium. Here, once again, Teo
must.
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